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ABSTRACT

A set of parameterizations is developed for spectral single-scattering properties of clean and black carbon

(BC)-contaminated snow based on geometric-optics surface wave (GOS) computations, which explicitly re-

solves BC–snow internal mixing and various snow grain shapes. GOS calculations show that, compared with

nonspherical grains, volume-equivalent snow spheres show up to 20% larger asymmetry factors and hence

stronger forward scattering, particularly at wavelengths,1mm. In contrast, snow grain sizes have a rather small

impact on the asymmetry factor at wavelengths ,1mm, whereas size effects are important at longer wave-

lengths. The snow asymmetry factor is parameterized as a function of effective size, aspect ratio, and shape

factor and shows excellent agreement with GOS calculations. According to GOS calculations, the single-

scattering coalbedo of pure snow is predominantly affected by grain sizes, rather than grain shapes, with higher

values for larger grains. The snow single-scattering coalbedo is parameterized in terms of the effective size that

combines shape and size effects, with an accuracy of .99%. Based on GOS calculations, BC–snow internal

mixing enhances the snow single-scattering coalbedo at wavelengths ,1mm, but it does not alter the snow

asymmetry factor. TheBC-induced enhancement ratio of snow single-scattering coalbedo, independent of snow

grain size and shape, is parameterized as a function of BC concentration with an accuracy of.99%. Overall, in

addition to snow grain size, bothBC–snow internalmixing and snowgrain shape play critical roles in quantifying

BC effects on snow optical properties. The present parameterizations can be conveniently applied to snow, land

surface, and climate models including snowpack radiative transfer processes.

1. Introduction

Snow is a key climate element that alters the Earth

system through a strong snow albedo feedback (Qu and

Hall 2014). Snow albedo greatly influences surface ra-

diative balance via changing absorption of solar energy
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(Hansen and Nazarenko 2004; Jacobson 2004) and hy-

drology via changing snow sublimation and melting

(Qian et al. 2009; Menon et al. 2010). A number of

factors can affect snow albedo, including snow grain size

(Wiscombe and Warren 1980; Aoki et al. 2011), grain

shape (Liou et al. 2014; Dang et al. 2016), grain aggregating/

packing (He et al. 2017), and snow mass and density

(Wiscombe and Warren 1980; Flanner et al. 2007), as

well as environmental conditions such as solar zenith

angle and cloud (Warren 1982). Moreover, impurities in

snow can significantly reduce snow albedo (Warren and

Wiscombe 1980, 1985; Flanner et al. 2007, 2009; He et al.

2014), among which black carbon (BC) is one of the

most important light-absorbing aerosols (Bond et al.

2013; Li et al. 2017). Plenty of observations have shown

strong snow albedo reduction resulting from BC de-

position (Xu et al. 2009; Painter et al. 2013; Qian et al.

2015; Lee et al. 2017). Therefore, accurate estimates

of snow albedo altered by impurities and associated

climatic effects require comprehensive snow albedo

modeling that integrates all the aforementioned key

factors.

Climate models compute snow albedo via two major

approaches. One is using detailed snow radiative trans-

fer schemes, while the other is using empirical parame-

terizations derived from snow models. Previous studies

have developed several parameterizations under dif-

ferent atmospheric conditions by assuming spherical

snow grains externally mixed with impurities (e.g.,

Marshall and Warren 1987; Gardner and Sharp 2010;

Aoki et al. 2011; Dang et al. 2015), which have been

applied into global climate models (GCMs) partly for

the consideration of computational efficiency. For ex-

ample, Marshall and Warren (1987) parameterized

snow albedo as a function of cloud transmittance, solar

zenith angle, snow depth and grain size, BC concen-

tration, and underlying surface albedo. Aoki et al.

(2011) further included parameterizations of snow

grain growth based on snow temperature and age.

Recently, Dang et al. (2015) developed parameteriza-

tions of snow albedo reduction caused by impurities

as a function of snow grain size and impurity content at

multiple spectral bands.

On the other hand, an increasing number of efforts

have been made to develop and couple sophisticated

snow models into GCMs, where snow single-scattering

properties (i.e., extinction efficiency, single-scattering

albedo, and asymmetry factor) and environmental var-

iables (e.g., solar zenith angle, incident solar flux, snow

depth, and underlying surface albedo) are used as inputs

to radiative transfer computations. For example,

Wiscombe and Warren (1980) developed a detailed

snow radiative transfer model to calculate spectral

albedo of pure snow under different atmospheric con-

ditions. They determined single-scattering properties of

spherical snow grains by the Lorenz–Mie theory based

on ice refractive index, snow grain size, and wavelength.

Their following study (Warren and Wiscombe 1980)

included BC contamination in the model by assuming

external mixing of BC and snow spheres. On this basis,

Flanner et al. (2007) further developed a multilayer

snow radiative transfer model [Snow, Ice, and Aerosol

Radiation (SNICAR) model] that accounts for both

impurity content and snow grain growth under different

conditions, which has been coupled into the Community

LandModel (CLM) embedded in the Community Earth

System Model (CESM), a widely used GCM.

However, two critical issues involving BC–snow in-

ternal mixing and nonspherical snow grains have not

been fully accounted for in previous snow models or

parameterizations, which could introduce large un-

certainties in assessing BC-induced snow albedo effects.

Multiple BC particles can be mixed within a single snow

grain through various atmospheric processes, including

rimming, aggregation, and accretion (Magono et al.

1979; Flanner et al. 2012). Flanner et al. (2012) assumed

spherical snow grains and used a dynamic effective

medium approximation to calculate the absorption cross

section of BC internally mixed with snow and associated

enhancement ratio relative to that of BC externally

mixed with snow. They found a 43%–86% increase in

BC-induced snow albedo radiative forcing due to BC–

snow internal mixing.

Nevertheless, observations have shown that non-

spherical snow grains are ubiquitous in real snowpack

(Dominé et al. 2003; Erbe et al. 2003). Many modeling

efforts (e.g., Fu et al. 1999; Neshyba et al. 2003; Grenfell

et al. 2005) have been made to investigate the shape

effect of ice crystals on optical properties by using an

effective size (e.g., equal-volume-to-area ratio), which

works well for extinction efficiency and single-scattering

albedo but is less accurate for the asymmetry factor (Fu

2007). Dang et al. (2016) used a physically based pa-

rameterization (Fu 2007) to compute asymmetry factor

of nonspherical snow grains as a function of the aspect

ratio and effective size. They showed that albedo of

nonspherical snow grains is higher than that of snow

spheres by 0.03–0.05 in an opaque snowpack, without

the consideration of BC–snow internal mixing. Liou

et al. (2014) applied a geometric-optics surface wave

(GOS) approach to deal with multiple BC particles in-

ternally mixed with nonspherical snow grains and found

substantial impacts of both BC–snow internal mixing

and snow grain shape on snow optical properties.

Therefore, it is imperative to take into account these two

key factors together in climate models in order to
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accurately quantify BC–snow interactions and associ-

ated albedo effects.

The present study seeks to develop a set of parame-

terizations for spectral single-scattering properties of

both clean and BC-contaminated snow by explicitly re-

solving BC–snow internal mixing and various snow grain

shapes based on the GOS approach (Liou and Yang

2016). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first set of

BC–snow parameterizations that account for the two

critical factors simultaneously. The parameterizations

can be easily incorporated into snow models (e.g.,

SNICAR), land surface models (e.g., CLM), and/or

climate models (e.g., CESM) with snowpack radiative

transfer schemes.

2. Methods

a. GOS approach

We use the GOS approach (Liou et al. 2011, 2014; He

et al. 2014, 2015; Liou and Yang 2016) to compute

single-scattering properties of snow grains internally

mixed with multiple BC particles, which explicitly re-

solves nonspherical snow grain shapes and BC–snow

mixing structures. Specifically, we construct snow grain

structures in a 3D coordinate system and randomly

distribute BC particles inside each snow grain through a

stochastic procedure (Liou et al. 2014). To obtain single-

scattering properties of BC–snowmixtures, we carry out

light scattering and absorption computations using a

Monte Carlo photon-tracing technique that accounts for

geometric reflection and refraction, diffraction, and

surface wave (shown in Fig. 1a), followed by a ray-by-

ray integration method (Yang and Liou 1997). We fur-

ther average the single-scattering properties of an

ensemble of randomly orientated snow grains (mixed

with BC) over all directions. Our previous studies have

comprehensively evaluated and validated the accuracy

of the GOS approach, including comparisons with lab-

oratory measurements and the superposition T-matrix

method for fresh BC aggregates and coated BC with

complex structures (He et al. 2016; Takano et al. 2013),

as well as the finite difference time domain (FDTD)

method and discrete dipole approximation (DDA) for

nonspherical ice crystals (Liou et al. 2011). Comparing

with other optical methods, GOS can deal with a wider

range of particle structures and sizes with a higher

computational efficiency. More detailed descriptions

of the GOS approach are provided in Liou and

Yang (2016).

FIG. 1. (a) Illustration of the GOS method for interactions between light and nonspherical

snow grains internally and externally mixed with multiple BC particles based on a Monte

Carlo photon-tracing approach, accounting for reflection, refraction, diffraction, and surface

wave. (b) Four types of snow grain shapes are used in this study, including sphere, Koch

snowflake, spheroid, and hexagonal plate. Red dots are internally mixed BC particles.
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b. Theoretical calculations and parameterizations

We perform GOS computations for clean and BC-

contaminated snow with four grain shapes (see Fig. 1b),

including sphere, Koch snowflake, spheroid, and hex-

agonal plate, which are used as typical examples to ap-

proximately represent observed snow grains in real

snowpack (Dominé et al. 2003; Erbe et al. 2003). How-

ever, we note that these theoretical shapes may not

completely capture complex snow structures from ob-

servations. We consider snow grain sizes (volume-

equivalent sphere radii ry) of 100, 500, and 1000mm for

each grain shape with aspect ratios [i.e., ratio of grain

width to length, following Fu (2007)] of 2.5, 2.5, 0.5, and

1.0 for Koch snowflake, hexagonal plate, spheroid, and

sphere, respectively. Here, the aspect ratios for non-

spherical snow grains, though arbitrarily determined,

are generally consistent with observations (e.g., Garrett

et al. 2015).

We define the effective diameter De of a single snow

grain as

D
e
5

3V
snow

2A
snow

(1a)

or, equivalently,

D
e
5

3

2r
ice
g
, with g5

A
snow

r
ice
V

snow

, (1b)

where Vsnow is the snow grain volume, Asnow is the

projected area of a snow grain averaged over all di-

rections computed by GOS (see Table S1 in the sup-

plemental material), rice is the density of pure ice, and

g is the projected-area-to-mass ratio (i.e., specific pro-

jected area). The specific projected area g is a funda-

mental parameter in determining absorption efficiency

of nonspherical particles (Mitchell et al. 1996). Thus,

the definition [Eq. (1)] of effective size in this study can

be interpreted as the size of specific-projected-area-

equivalent sphere. This definition has been widely used

in both modeling studies (e.g., Foot 1988; Fu et al. 1999;

Liou and Yang 2016) and satellite retrievals (e.g., Jin

et al. 2008; Zege et al. 2008). Furthermore, compared

with volume-equivalent sphere diameter (Dy5 2ry) and

projected-area-equivalent sphere diameter Dp, it can

be shown thatDe#Dy#Dp (Fu et al. 1999).We further

define a snow shape factor fs,x (where x denotes sphere,

hexagonal plate, spheroid, and Koch snowflake in this

study) as the ratio of the specific-projected-area-

defined effective diameter De of a nonspherical grain

to that of a spherical grain with the same volume, rep-

resenting the effect of nonsphericity. Table 1 summa-

rizes the effective diameters, shape factors, and aspect

ratios for different snow shapes and sizes used in

this study.

Another useful definition of effective diameter is the

size of specific-surface-area-equivalent sphere (DSSA 5
6(riceSSA)21, with SSA 5 surface area divided by

riceVsnow), which has been also commonly used in snow

modeling (e.g., Flanner et al. 2007) and measurements

(e.g., Painter et al. 2007). To link De with DSSA, we

calculate total surface area (see Table S1) andDSSA (see

Table 1) for different snow grain shapes used in this

study. The results show that DSSA 5 De for sphere,

spheroid, and hexagonal plate because the projected

area averaged over all directions is equal to one-fourth

of the total surface area for these convex shapes. How-

ever, for Koch snowflake, DSSA 5 0.544De, because the

complex concave shape substantially increases total

surface area and thus decreases DSSA.

Note that we develop parameterizations based on De

rather than ry, while we use ry to define different calcu-

lation scenarios for comparisons of snow optical prop-

erties of four grain shapes with the same volume (i.e.,

same ry). The comparisons directly show snow shape

effects on optical properties for a fixed snow amount,

which are particularly useful when snowmass/volume or

snow water equivalent (SWE) is prognosed and tracked

in models (e.g., Dutra et al. 2010; Niu et al. 2011) or

retrieved from observations (e.g., Frei et al. 2012; Takala

et al. 2011). However, the grain shape effect may be

inflated using the same snow volume compared with

using the same snow effective size.

For BC-contaminated snow, we randomly distribute a

number of monodisperse BC spheres with an effective

radius of 0.1mm (Schwarz et al. 2013) into each snow

grain via a stochastic procedure developed by Liou et al.

(2014). The number of BC particles in a snow grain is

determined from BC mass concentration in snow,

particle volumes of BC and snow, and densities of

BC (1.7 g cm23; Bond and Bergstrom 2006) and ice

(0.917 g cm23; Wiscombe and Warren 1980). We con-

sider BC mass concentrations CBC of 0, 1, 10, 50, 100,

500, and 1000ppb (or ng g21) to represent low to high

BC contamination based on observations (Qian et al.

2015). Schwarz et al. (2013) observed that a large BC

diameter (around 1mm) could also exist in snow, how-

ever, with a substantial uncertainty. The effect of BC

size distribution on snow optical properties requires

further investigation.

We use the GOS approach to calculate the spec-

tral single-scattering properties of clean and BC-

contaminated snow in the solar spectrum (0.2–5mm,

with an interval of 0.01mm; hereinafter high-resolution

GOS results), including extinction efficiency, single-

scattering coalbedo (1 2 v), and asymmetry factor g.
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The spectral refractive indices of snow and BC are from

Warren and Brandt (2008) and Krekov (1993), re-

spectively. Based on the high-resolution GOS results,

we conduct multiple linear/nonlinear regressions to de-

velop parameterizations for the single-scattering coal-

bedo and asymmetry factor of clean and BC-polluted

snow as a function of snow grain size, grain shape, and/or

BC concentration at different wavelength bands (see

section 3). Themean values of single-scattering albedov

and asymmetry factor g in each wavelength band are

calculated as follows (Fu 1996):

v5

ð
v
l
b
l
s
l
dlð

b
l
s
l
dl

and (2)

g5

ð
g
l
v

l
b
l
s
l
dlð

v
l
b
l
s
l
dl

, (3)

where l is the wavelength, bl is the spectral extinction

coefficient, sl is the incident solar spectrum, and the

limits of integrals are the edges of wavelength bands.We

use the reference solar spectrum defined by the Amer-

ican Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) (avail-

able at http://rredc.nrel.gov/solar/spectra/am1.5/; see

also Fig. S1 in the supplemental material), which con-

sists of direct and diffuse components under theCOESA

(1976) on a sun-facing, 378-tilted surface, generated by

the Simple Model of the Atmospheric Radiative

Transfer of Sunshine (SMARTS) (Gueymard et al.

2002). The 378 slope of the sun-facing tilted surface is

selected to represent the mean condition of northern

midlatitude regions such as the contiguousUnited States

(Gueymard et al. 2002). For other latitudes with similar

atmospheric conditions, the incident solar spectrum is

proportional to that used here, which does not affect

the mean single-scattering properties determined in

this study.

We do not parameterize snow extinction efficiency,

which is very close to a value of 2 for a large size pa-

rameter (pDe/l. 100 in this study) of snow in the solar

spectrum (Liou 2002) and barely affected by snow

grain shape and inclusion of BC particles (Liou et al.

2014). The extinction efficiency can be computed by

assuming a pure snow sphere with the same projected

area of its nonspherical counterpart based on the

Lorenz–Mie theory (Wiscombe andWarren 1980) or the

geometric optics method (Liou 2002). For direct appli-

cation to climate models, we also provide lookup tables

(Tables S2–S4 in the supplemental material) for spectral

extinction efficiencies of different snow shapes and sizes

used in this study. The deviations to a value of 2 are

rather small (,3%) and further decrease as grain sizes

increase. This is consistent with the conclusion in

Wiscombe and Warren (1980), which showed that snow

extinction efficiency departure from 2 is ,6% for a ra-

dius of 50mm and reduces to ,1% for a radius of

1000mm.

Although we implicitly assume monodisperse snow

size distributions, the resonance artifacts in light ab-

sorption and scattering computations are negligible,

because of the large snow size parameter and the effect

from averaging optical properties of an ensemble of

randomly orientated snow grains over all directions.

TABLE 1. Snow properties used in ensemble calculations of snow single-scattering properties, with BC concentrations of 0, 1, 10, 50, 100,

500, and 1000 ng g21 (or ppb) in snow for each scenario of snow shape and size.

ry (mm) Snow grain shape De (mm) DSSA
a (mm) fs,x

b Aspect ratio

100 Sphere 200.00 200.00 1.000 1.0

Koch snowflake 142.49 77.49 0.712 2.5

Spheroid 185.75 185.75 0.929 0.5

Hexagonal plate 157.58 157.58 0.788 2.5

500 Sphere 1000.0 1000.0 1.000 1.0

Koch snowflake 712.45 387.47 0.712 2.5

Spheroid 928.74 928.74 0.929 0.5

Hexagonal plate 787.91 787.91 0.788 2.5

1000 Sphere 2000.0 2000.0 1.000 1.0

Koch snowflake 1424.9 774.94 0.712 2.5

Spheroid 1857.5 1857.5 0.929 0.5

Hexagonal plate 1575.8 1575.8 0.788 2.5

a The DSSA is derived from snow grain surface area (see Table S1). The mathematical equations for calculating surface area of non-

spherical snow grains are shown in the supplemental material.
b Shape factor is defined as the ratio of the specific-projected-area-definedDe of a nonspherical snow grain to that of a spherical snow grain

with the same grain volume, representing the effect of nonsphericity. Note that shape factor for the same type of snow grain shape could

vary with aspect ratios.
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However, we realize that snow grains have polydisperse

size distributions in reality (Nakamura et al. 2001). Thus,

given different sensitivities of snow optical properties to

its size (see sections 3 and 4), assuming monodisperse

size distribution may introduce nontrivial uncertainty

to calculations of snow single-scattering coalbedo at

wavelengths ,2.5mm and asymmetry factor at wave-

lengths of 1.5–3.0mm. Different assumptions of snow

size distribution can also affect BC–snow internal mix-

ing by altering the number of BC particles contained in

each snow grain. We note that it is important to account

for polydisperse size distributions for nonspherical snow

grains and aerosol–snow internal mixing, which will be

investigated in future work.

3. Results and discussion

a. Grain size and shape effects on optical properties of
pure snow

1) SINGLE-SCATTERING COALBEDO

Figure 2 shows the spectral single-scattering coalbedo

of pure snow with shapes of Koch snowflake, hexagonal

plate, spheroid, and sphere as well as ry of 100, 500, and

1000mm. The single-scattering coalbedo increases by

several orders of magnitude from visible to infrared

(IR) wavelengths, with the minimum (;1027) at ap-

proximately 0.4mm and the maximum (0.4–0.5) at

wavelengths .;1.5mm for all snow shapes and sizes.

This is primarily because of the spectral characteristics

of snow imaginary index of refraction (Warren and

Brandt 2008), which reaches the lowest value at 0.2–

0.4-mm wavelengths and increases at 0.4–3mm. There

are some fluctuations in snow single-scattering coalbedo

between 1.5 and 2.5mm caused by the wiggling imagi-

nary index of refraction at these wavelengths (Warren

and Brandt 2008), which becomes much smaller as snow

size increases from 100 to 1000mm. Figure S2 in the

supplemental material shows that larger snow grains

(e.g., ry 5 1000mm for old snow) has up to one order of

magnitude higher single-scattering coalbedo than

smaller grains (e.g., ry 5 100mm for fresh snow), par-

ticularly at wavelengths ,2.5mm, suggesting a much

stronger light absorption and hence lower albedo for

larger snow grains, as revealed by previous studies

(Wiscombe and Warren 1980; Flanner et al. 2007).

Among the four snow grain shapes, spheroids and

FIG. 2. Spectral single-scattering coalbedo (12v) of pure snow fromGOS calculations at a high wavelength resolution (black solid line)

and a 25-band resolution (blue dashed line) as well as a new parameterization [Eq. (4), following Liou et al.’s (2013) formulation] from this

study at a 25-band resolution (red dotted line) for (left) sphere, (center left) Koch snowflake, (center right) spheroid, and (right) hexagonal

plate with ry of (top) 100, (middle) 500, and (bottom) 1000mm. See text and Table 1 for details. Note that the blue and red lines overlap

with each other owing to very close values in all panels.
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hexagonal plates tend to have slightly (5%–30%) larger

single-scattering coalbedo and hence stronger light ab-

sorption at wavelength,1.5mm than spheres (Fig. S3 in

the supplemental material), while Koch snowflakes have

the lowest single-scattering coalbedo at 0.3–3.0-mm

wavelengths (Fig. S3). However, we should note that

snow single-scattering coalbedo is predominantly af-

fected by grain size rather than grain shape (see section

4), in line with the results in previous studies (Jin

et al. 2008).

Liou et al. (2013) developed a parameterization to

link the single-scattering coalbedo of cirrus clouds with

hexagonal-plate shapes to their effective grain sizes, il-

lustrating an exponential–polynomial relationship. We

find that both snow shape and size effects on single-

scattering coalbedo can be explained using the effective

grain size. Thus, following Liou et al.’s (2013) formula-

tion, we develop a parameterization for the single-

scattering coalbedo of pure snow with different grain

shapes and sizes based on the theoretical GOS calcula-

tions as follows:

12v5 exp(a
0
1 a

1
D

e
1 a

2
D2

e 1 a
3
D3

e) , (4)

whereDe (mm) is the effective snowdiameter defined inEq.

(1) and ai (where i 5 0–3) is the wavelength-dependent

parameterization coefficient. The effective diameter

implicitly contains snow shape information (Table 1).

We provide a dataset (Table 2) of the parameteriza-

tion coefficients [ai in Eq. (4)] at 25 wavelength bands

within 0.25–5mm. The 25-band type follows Fu (1996).

Figure 2 shows that the parameterization results

closely match with the GOS calculations for all snow

sizes and shapes across the spectrum, with a normal-

ized mean bias (NMB) of 0.56% and a coefficient of

determination R2 of 0.9996 (see Fig. 3a). Overall, the

accuracy of this parameterization is higher than 99%,

making it a good candidate for implementation in

snow models.

In addition, Fu (1996) used a slightly different

formulation from that in Liou et al. (2013) for the single-

scattering coalbedo of cirrus clouds with hexagonal-

column shapes, shown as follows:

12v5 a00 1 a01De
1 a02D

2
e 1 a03D

3
e . (5)

As another parameterization option for the snow single-

scattering coalbedo, we also provide a dataset of pa-

rameterization coefficients [a0i in Eq. (5), where i5 0–3]

based on Fu’s (1996) formulation (see Table S5 in the

supplemental material). Figure S4 in the supplemen-

tal material shows a good agreement between the

TABLE 2. Coefficients for the parameterization [Eq. (4)] of single-scattering coalbedo of pure snow.

Wavelength bandsa (mm) a0 a1 a2 a3

0.25–0.30 21.696 59 3 101 3.752 04 3 1023 21.518 52 3 1026 1.853 65 3 10210

0.30–0.33 21.700 23 3 101 3.761 91 3 1023 21.531 54 3 1026 1.898 40 3 10210

0.33–0.36 21.703 08 3 101 3.769 64 3 1023 21.541 74 3 1026 1.933 44 3 10210

0.36–0.40 21.708 26 3 101 3.783 71 3 1023 21.560 30 3 1026 1.997 23 3 10210

0.40–0.44 21.644 56 3 101 3.795 79 3 1023 21.576 62 3 1026 2.054 63 3 10210

0.44–0.48 21.533 50 3 101 3.802 49 3 1023 21.585 86 3 1026 2.087 70 3 10210

0.48–0.52 21.421 27 3 101 3.806 85 3 1023 21.591 64 3 1026 2.107 57 3 10210

0.52–0.57 21.303 67 3 101 3.811 03 3 1023 21.597 19 3 1026 2.126 62 3 10210

0.57–0.64 21.190 78 3 101 3.814 82 3 1023 21.602 29 3 1026 2.144 67 3 10210

0.64–0.69 21.105 97 3 101 3.818 06 3 1023 21.607 07 3 1026 2.161 94 3 10210

0.69–0.75 21.022 51 3 101 3.822 75 3 1023 21.614 78 3 1026 2.189 61 3 10210

0.75–0.78 29.595 92 3 100 3.826 49 3 1023 21.621 22 3 1026 2.212 57 3 10210

0.78–0.87 28.886 69 3 100 3.832 56 3 1023 21.630 61 3 1026 2.243 58 3 10210

0.87–1.00 27.715 78 3 100 3.839 31 3 1023 21.652 29 3 1026 2.322 68 3 10210

1.00–1.10 26.799 36 3 100 3.852 68 3 1023 21.682 90 3 1026 2.428 30 3 10210

1.10–1.19 26.397 43 3 100 3.867 13 3 1023 21.721 48 3 1026 2.563 71 3 10210

1.19–1.41 25.251 70 3 100 3.892 81 3 1023 21.839 74 3 1026 2.993 12 3 10210

1.41–1.53 21.927 43 3 100 2.341 82 3 1023 21.626 25 3 1026 3.717 28 3 10210

1.53–1.64 22.229 97 3 100 2.864 96 3 1023 21.949 25 3 1026 4.415 86 3 10210

1.64–2.13 22.244 02 3 100 2.569 42 3 1023 21.668 80 3 1026 3.692 40 3 10210

2.13–2.38 22.584 34 3 100 3.226 13 3 1023 22.116 00 3 1026 4.716 54 3 10210

2.38–2.91 22.223 49 3 100 3.014 87 3 1023 22.114 00 3 1026 4.890 57 3 10210

2.91–3.42 28.176 62 3 1021 29.123 27 3 1026 3.452 01 3 1028 21.595 33 3 10211

3.42–4.00 28.345 18 3 1021 1.218 03 3 1024 27.798 73 3 1028 1.415 37 3 10211

4.00–4.99 27.786 31 3 1021 3.133 47 3 1025 21.265 99 3 1028 24.404 75 3 10213

aWavelength bands are based on Fu (1996).
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parameterization results and GOS calculations, with an

NMB of 22.3% and a R2 of 0.998 (Fig. S5 in the sup-

plemental material), except for a 50% underestimate

at 1.5–2.5mm for small grains (ry 5 100mm). Thus, this

optional parameterization [Eq. (5)] also has a high overall

accuracy (;97%).

2) ASYMMETRY FACTOR

Figure 4 shows the spectral asymmetry factor of pure

snow with shapes of Koch snowflake, hexagonal plate,

and spheroid as well as ry of 100, 500, and 1000mm. We

find that grain size has a rather small (,0.5%) effect on

snow asymmetry factor at wavelengths ,1mm for all

four shapes, whereas at wavelengths .1mm, a larger

snow grain lead to a higher asymmetry factor (Figs. 4,

and S6 in the supplemental material). Compared with

nonspherical grains, snow spheres with the same volume

show up to 20% larger asymmetry factors and hence

stronger forward scattering at wavelengths ,;2.6mm

(Fig. S6), consistent with previous studies (Liou et al.

2014; Dang et al. 2016), while the differences are small

(,2%) at larger wavelengths (Fig. S6). As a result, as-

suming only spherical grains in snow models could

overestimate snow forward scattering and thus un-

derestimate snow albedo, particularly at visible and

near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths, compared to the real

snowpack often with nonspherical snow grains (Dominé
et al. 2003; Erbe et al. 2003). This further suggests that

spherical snow grains, via stronger forward scattering,

could enhance BC absorption in snowpack, resulting in a

larger BC-induced snow albedo effect, relative to non-

spherical snow grains. He et al. (2014) found that

spherical snow grain leads to a 20%–40% stronger BC-

induced snow albedo reduction than Koch snowflake.

Dang et al. (2016) developed a scaling factor (1.1–2.5) to

match the spectral albedo of a snowpack with snow

spheres to that of nonspherical grains. We further find

that, among nonspherical grains, spheroids tend to

have the highest asymmetry factors and Koch snow-

flakes have the lowest, with the largest differences at

wavelengths ,1mm (Fig. 4).

Fu (2007) developed a parameterization for the

asymmetry factor of ice crystals as a function of the as-

pect ratio and effective grain size for cirrus cloud with

hexagonal-column shapes and smooth or rough surfaces.

In this study, we assume snow grains with smooth sur-

faces, which have been widely observed (Dominé et al.

2003; Erbe et al. 2003) and can be formed through

snow metamorphism processes such as vapor transfer,

melting–refreezing, compaction, and liquid processes

(Flanner et al. 2012). Jin et al. (2008) found that sur-

face roughness of snow grains has a very small effect

on asymmetry factor and albedo. Using Fu’s (2007)

parameterization, we find that the results capture the

GOS calculations for hexagonal plates reasonably

well but systematically overestimate (underestimate)

the asymmetry factor of Koch snowflakes (spheroids)

at wavelengths ,2.6mm for all the sizes (Fig. 4),

FIG. 3. (a) Comparison for single-scattering coalbedo (1 2 v) of pure snow from GOS calculations and a new

parameterization [Eq. (4), following Liou et al.’s (2013) formulation] from this study at 25 wavelength bands in the

solar spectrum (see Table 2) for sphere, Koch snowflake, spheroid, and hexagonal plate with ry of 100, 500, and

1000mm. (b) Comparison for asymmetry factor of pure snow from GOS calculations and a new parameterization

[Eqs. (6) and (7)] from this study (red dots) as well as a parameterization from Fu (2007) (blue dots) at six

wavelength bands in the solar spectrum (see Table 3) for Koch snowflake, spheroid, and hexagonal plate with ry of

100, 500, and 1000mm. Also shown are the NMB, RMSE, and R2 for both parameterizations. The dashed lines in

(a) and (b) are 1:1 ratio lines.
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particularly at wavelengths ,1mm. This suggests that

information about grain shapes deviating from hex-

agonal plates/columns should also be included in the

parameterization. Thus, extending Fu’s (2007) for-

mulation, we develop a new parameterization for

the asymmetry factor of nonspherical snow grains by

including an additional parameter, shape factor fs,x
(see section 2b and Table 1). The new formulation is

as follows:

g
new

5 g
Fu07

C
g

and (6)

C
g
5 b

0

 
f
s,x

f
s,hex

!b1

D
b2
e , (7)

where gFu07 is the asymmetry factor computed from Fu’s

(2007) parameterization and Cg is the correction factor

developed in this study. The coefficientsbi (where i5 0–2)

are the wavelength-dependent parameterization co-

efficients. The variable fs,hex is the shape factor of hex-

agonal plate, which is used as a reference/normalizing

factor here, because Fu’s (2007) parameterization is based

on hexagonal shape. Following Fu (2007), we provide a

dataset (Table 3) of the parameterization coefficients

[bi in Eq. (7)] at six wavelength bands within 0.25–4mm.

We note that b2 is two orders of magnitude smaller than

b1, indicating that the correction factor is dominated by

the impact of grain shape rather than size. We also note

that this new parameterization is based on empirical

statistical analyses.

The new parameterization results in a good agree-

ment with the GOS calculations for all snow grain

shapes and sizes (Fig. 4), except for a slight overestimate

at 1.5–2.5-mm wavelengths for spheroids with a ry of

1000mm and Koch snowflakes with ry of 100mm. Com-

pared with Fu’s (2007) parameterization, the new

FIG. 4. Spectral asymmetry factor of pure snow fromGOS calculations at a high wavelength resolution (black) and a six-band resolution

(orange) as well as a new parameterization [Eqs. (6) and (7)] from this study (red) and the parameterization from Fu (2007) (blue) at a six-

band resolution for (left) Koch snowflake, (center) spheroid, and (right) hexagonal plate with ry of (top) 100, (middle) 500, and (bottom)

1000mm.Asymmetry factors of spheres are not shown because the parameterizations here [this study and Fu (2007)] are only applicable to

nonspherical snow grains. Instead, the asymmetry factors of spheres from GOS calculations at a high wavelength resolution are shown in

Fig. S6.
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parameterization reduces theNMB from 0.8% to20.005%

and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) from 0.032

to 0.009 (see Fig. 3b). This parameterization can be

easily applied in different snowmodels to assess shape

effects on snow albedo. We note that the spectral reso-

lution of the asymmetry factor parameterization is rela-

tively coarse, but it captures the main features of snow

asymmetry factor reasonably well, except for the

wiggling part at 1.5–3.0mm. In addition, the parame-

terizations from this study and Fu (2007) are only

applicable for nonspherical snow grains, rather than

spheres. The asymmetry factor of spherical snow grains

(Fig. S6) can be computed from the Lorenz–Mie theory

or GOS.

b. Internal mixing of BC and snow with different
shapes and sizes

1) BC EFFECTS ON SNOW OPTICAL PROPERTIES

Figure 5 shows the spectral single-scattering coalbedo

for BC-contaminated snow with BC concentrations of 0,

1, 10, 50, 100, 500, and 1000ppb. BC contamination

primarily enhances snow single-scattering coalbedo at

wavelengths ,1mm for all the snow sizes and shapes,

particularly at visible wavelengths, with a larger single-

scattering coalbedo for a higher BC concentration,

whereasBChas a negligible impact atwavelengths.1mm.

We find that BC–snow internal mixing has no effects on

the snow asymmetry factor (Fig. S6), consistent with

the conclusion in previous studies (Liou et al. 2014).

Thus, we only discuss and parameterize the impact of BC

on snow single-scattering coalbedo at wavelengths,1mm

hereinafter.

We calculate the enhancement ratio R12v of snow

single-scattering coalbedo caused by BC–snow internal

mixing, which is defined as the ratio of single-scattering

TABLE 3. Coefficients for the parameterization [Eq. (7)] of asym-

metry factor of pure snow.

Wavelength

bandsa (mm) b0 b1 b2

0.25–0.70 9.760 29 3 1021 5.210 42 3 1021 22.667 92 3 1024

0.70–1.41 9.677 98 3 1021 4.961 81 3 1021 1.140 88 3 1023

1.41–1.90 1.001 11 3 100 1.837 11 3 1021 2.370 11 3 1024

1.90–2.50 1.002 24 3 100 1.370 82 3 1021 22.359 05 3 1024

2.50–3.50 9.642 95 3 1021 5.505 98 3 1022 8.404 49 3 1024

3.50–4.00 9.974 75 3 1021 8.487 43 3 1022 24.714 84 3 1024

aWavelength bands are based on Fu (2007).

FIG. 5. Spectral single-scattering coalbedo (12 v) of pure snow (black) and BC-contaminated snow with BC concentrations of 1 (light

blue), 10 (red), 50 (blue), 100 (magenta), 500 (green), and 1000 ppb (orange), for (left) sphere, (center left) Koch snowflake, (center right)

spheroid, and (right) hexagonal plate with ry of (top) 100, (middle) 500, and (bottom) 1000mm. The results are from GOS calculations at

a high wavelength resolution in the solar spectrum.
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coalbedo for BC-contaminated snow to that for pure

snow. We find that the spectral BC-induced en-

hancement ratio is a function of BC concentration but

independent of snow grain size and shape (Fig. S7 in

the supplemental material and Fig. 6). The enhance-

ment ratio reaches the maximum at 0.2–0.4mm owing

to a very strong BC absorption and a very weak snow

absorption at these wavelengths and quickly de-

creases to 1.0 from 0.4 to 1mm (Figs. 6 and S7). The

maximum enhancement ratio (at 0.2–0.4mm) is 10 for

1 ppb BC in snow and increases to.1000 for 1000 ppb

BC. We further quantitatively link the BC-induced

enhancement ratio to the BC concentration in snow [see

section 3b(2)].

We should note that although the effects of snow

grain shape and size are negligible for the BC-induced

enhancement ratio, they significantly affect single-

scattering coalbedo of pure snow. Thus, BC effects on the

single-scattering coalbedo of contaminated snow can vary

with snow grain size and shape. For example, compared

with fresh snowoftenwith a shape ofKoch snowflake and a

size (ry) of 100mm (Erbe et al. 2003), old snow often with a

shape of spheroid and a size (ry) of 1000mm (Dominé et al.

2003) has a higher single-scattering coalbedo, leading to

a larger increase in snow single-scattering coalbedo when

mixed with the same amount of BC particles. As a result,

BC causes a larger reduction in the albedo of old snow

relative to fresh snow due to combined shape and size ef-

fects, as revealed by previous studies (He et al. 2014; Liou

et al. 2014).This implies that snowgrain shape and size both

play important roles in BC–snow–radiation interactions

and associated albedo effects.

2) PARAMETERIZATION OF BC EFFECTS ON SNOW

SINGLE-SCATTERING COALBEDO

Based on the nonlinear regression, we find that the

BC-induced R12v of snow single-scattering coalbedo

can be quantitatively related toCBC in snow through the

following equation:

log
10
(R

12v
)5 log

10
(d

0
)1 d

1
log

10
(C

BC
1 d

2
) (8a)

or, equivalently,

R
12v

5 d
0
(C

BC
1 d

2
)d1 , (8b)

FIG. 6. Spectral BC-induced enhancement ratio of snow single-scattering coalbedo [R12v in Eq. (8b)] fromGOS calculations (blue solid

lines) and a new parameterization [red dashed lines; Eq. (8b)] from this study for (a)–(f) six different BC concentrations in snow. For each

panel, the results for three types of band divisions at 0.2–1.0-mmwavelengths are shown, including the Fu96 band, RRTMband, and CLM

band. Results for wavelengths.1mmare not shown owing to negligible BC effects. Also shown are 95%uncertainty ranges (shaded area)

associated with GOS calculations (blue) and the new parameterization (red) due to different snow grain shapes and sizes, which is

calculated as described in section 4. See text for details. Note that the blue and red lines are overlapped with each other in all panels as

a result of very close values, and the uncertainties (shaded areas) are very small (i.e., negligible shape and size effects on R12v; see also

Fig. S7).
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where di (where i 5 0–2) is the wavelength-dependent

parameterization coefficient. This parameterizationwell

fits the GOS results at ultraviolet (UV; 0.2–0.3mm),

visible (VIS; 0.3–0.7mm), and NIR (0.7–1.0mm) wave-

lengths (Fig. 7), with R2 of 0.999, 0.999, and 0.946 and

NMB of 0.01%, 0.07%, and 0.57%, respectively. We

provide a dataset (Table 4) of these coefficients for three

types of band divisions at wavelength ,;1mm,

including a band type based on Fu (1996) (Fu96 band), a

band type based on the Rapid Radiative TransferModel

(RRTM) (RRTMband), and a band type based onCLM

(CLM band). Thus, our parameterization is ready for

use in these models or other models with similar bands.

We find that the values of d0 in Eq. (8b) are 1–3 orders

of magnitude larger at 0.2–0.45mm than those at longer

wavelengths, corresponding to themaximumBC-induced

enhancement ratio of the snow single-scattering coal-

bedo at 0.2–0.4mm (Fig. 6). Although the values of d2
are much larger at wavelengths .0.5mm relative to

those at shorter wavelengths, the effect is weakened by

the decreasing values of d1 at wavelengths .0.5mm.

Figure 6 shows that the parameterization results

match very well with the GOS calculations at differ-

ent wavelengths for various BC concentrations in snow.

Overall, the parameterization [Eq. (8b)] achieves a

high accuracy for all the three band types (Fig. 8),

with a R2 of 0.999, an NMB of 0.03%, and an RMSE

of 0.03.

4. Uncertainty analysis

We conduct Monte Carlo computations to assess un-

certainties in the snow single-scattering coalbedo and

asymmetry factor in conjunction with snow grain size,

grain shape, and BC contamination. For each factor

(snow size, grain shape, or BC concentration), we use

the present parameterizations to conduct 1000 calcula-

tions based on random sampling from the probability

density function (PDF) of that factor when fixing the

other factors and provide the 95% uncertainty range.

We use the observed PDF of snow grain diameter (see

Fig. S8 in the supplemental material) obtained from

Nakamura et al. (2001), which follows the gamma dis-

tribution with number (count) means of 90 and 1500mm

and standard deviations of 44 and 1072mm for fresh and

old snow, respectively. The PDF of BC concentrations

in snow (see Fig. S9 supplemental material), following a

lognormal distribution with a geometric mean of 30 ppb

and a geometric standard deviation of 4.5, is based on

ground measurements over the Northern Hemispheric

snowpack summarized in Qi et al. (2017a,b). We assume

that snow grain shape follows a uniform distribution

among the four shapes (i.e., Koch snowflake, hexagonal

plate, spheroid, and sphere) used in this study.

Figure 9 shows the grain shape, grain size, and their

combined effects on spectral single-scattering coalbedo

of pure fresh and old snow. The snow grain shape has a

very weak effect on fresh and old snow, leading to an

uncertainty from218% to120%. This, to some extent,

justifies the treatment in Dang et al. (2016), who used

single-scattering coalbedo of spherical snow grains to

represent that of nonspherical snow grains. The grain

size, however, shows a substantial impact on snow

single-scattering coalbedo, resulting in uncertainties

from 291% to 1220% for fresh snow and from 299%

to 1480% for old snow. The size effect is weaker for

fresh snow as a result of the relatively narrow size dis-

tribution of fresh snow (Fig. S8). The rather small

FIG. 7. The logarithm of BC-induced enhancement ratio of snow single-scattering coalbedo [log10(R12v) in Eq. (8a)] as a function of BC

concentration in snow at (a) UV, (b) VIS, and (c) NIR wavelength bands. Black circles are GOS calculations and black lines are fitting

curves for a new parameterization [Eq. (8a)] from this study. Also shown are the mathematic formula, NMB, RMSE, and R2 of the fitting

curves. We note that the dots at each BC concentration scenario correspond to all the combinations of snow size and shape, with most of

them overlapped with each other.
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uncertainty caused by grain size at a wavelength of

;3mm is a result of a very strong snow absorption (i.e., a

peak in snow imaginary index of refraction) at this

wavelength (Warren and Brandt 2008).

On the other hand, the snow grain shape significantly

affects asymmetry factor of both fresh and old snow,

with a larger influence on fresh snow relative to old snow

(Fig. 9). The shape effect is stronger at shorter wave-

lengths (,;1.8mm). Jin et al. (2008) and Dang et al.

(2016) also found that the differences in asymmetry

factors between spherical snow grains and nonspherical

counterparts are much larger at wavelengths ,2mm

than that at longer wavelengths. We find that un-

certainty in the asymmetry factor caused by grain size

variation is negligible at wavelengths ,1mm, while it

becomes larger than that caused by the shape effect for

old snow at wavelengths .1mm (Fig. 9). The grain size

leads to a very small variation in asymmetry factor for

fresh snow, because of its narrow size distribution (Fig. S8).

Therefore, snow shape effect dominates uncertainty in the

asymmetry factor at wavelengths ,1mm, whereas size

effects become important at wavelengths .1mm.

Figure 10 shows the uncertainty in the spectral snow

single-scattering coalbedo caused by BC contamination.

The variation in BC concentration leads to a very large

uncertainty in single-scattering coalbedo for both fresh

and old snow at visible wavelengths but negligible at

wavelengths .1mm, because of a weak (strong) snow

absorption at visible (IR) wavelengths, which is the

opposite for BC. The uncertainty decreases from 1–2

orders of magnitude at 0.2–0.4mm to between 210%

and 150% at 0.8–1mm. Thus, the single-scattering

coalbedo of BC-contaminated snow predominantly

varies with BC concentration in snow at visible wave-

lengths, followed by snow size, while snow size is the

dominant factor at longer wavelengths.

5. Notes on application of BC–snow
parameterizations

The parameterizations [Eqs. (4)–(8)] developed in

this study account for snow grain shape, grain size, and

BC–snow internal mixing, which can be conveniently

applied to snow models (e.g., SNICAR), land surface

models (e.g., CLM), or climate models (e.g., CESM)

including radiative transfer process (e.g., two-stream

radiative transfer) throughout snowpack. As inputs to

snow radiative transfer calculation, extinction efficiency,

single-scattering coalbedo, and asymmetry factor of a

BC–snow mixture are required. The spectral extinction

efficiency can be computed from the Lorenz–Mie theory

or geometric optics method by assuming spherical pure

snow with the same projected area of its nonspherical

counterpart or using the lookup tables (Tables S2–S4)

provided in this study, because of negligible effects of

grain shape and BC contamination on snow extinction

efficiency. The spectral asymmetry factor, not affected

by BC concentration in snow, can be computed from the

parameterizations shown as Eqs. (6) and (7) to account

for snow grain shape and size effects. The spectral

single-scattering coalbedo of a BC–snow mixture is a

function of all the three factors (i.e., shape, size, and BC

concentration). Equation (4) is used to calculate the

single-scattering coalbedo of pure snow, where size and

shape effects are combined into the effective diameter.

For snow grain structures (shape and aspect ratio) sim-

ilar to those used in this study (see Table 1 and Fig. 1b),

the effective diameter can be determined by the volume-

equivalent sphere diameter and shape factor (Table 1).

By combining Eqs. (4) and (8b), the single-scattering

TABLE 4. Coefficients for the parameterization [Eq. (8b)] of

single-scattering coalbedo of BC-contaminated snow at ultraviolet,

visible, and near-infrared wavelengths (UV–VIS–NIR). Three

types of band divisions in UV–VIS–NIR wavelengths are used,

including the Fu96, RRTM, and CLM band types (see text for

details). BC has negligible effects on snow single-scattering coal-

bedo at wavelengths .;1mm.

Wavelength

bandsa (mm) d0 d1 d2

Fu96 band

0.20–0.25 2.480 45 3 100 9.772 09 3 1021 3.959 60 3 1021

0.25–0.30 4.703 05 3 100 9.733 17 3 1021 2.048 20 3 1021

0.30–0.33 4.686 19 3 100 9.796 50 3 1021 2.074 10 3 1021

0.33–0.36 4.673 69 3 100 9.845 79 3 1021 2.093 90 3 1021

0.36–0.40 4.650 40 3 100 9.935 37 3 1021 2.130 30 3 1021

0.40–0.44 2.403 64 3 100 9.959 55 3 1021 4.185 70 3 1021

0.44–0.48 7.954 08 3 1021 9.952 18 3 1021 1.296 82 3 100

0.48–0.52 2.927 45 3 1021 9.742 84 3 1021 3.755 14 3 100

0.52–0.57 8.633 96 3 1022 9.811 93 3 1021 1.273 72 3 101

0.57–0.64 2.762 99 3 1022 9.812 39 3 1021 3.932 93 3 101

0.64–0.69 1.408 64 3 1022 9.555 15 3 1021 8.789 18 3 101

0.69–0.75 8.657 05 3 1023 9.104 91 3 1021 1.869 69 3 102

0.75–0.78 6.129 71 3 1023 8.741 96 3 1021 3.456 00 3 102

0.78–0.87 4.456 97 3 1023 8.272 38 3 1021 7.086 37 3 102

0.87–1.00 3.066 48 3 1022 4.828 70 3 1021 1.410 67 3 103

RRTM band

0.200–0.263 2.635 06 3 100 9.764 49 3 1021 3.721 30 3 1021

0.263–0.345 4.682 63 3 100 9.810 55 3 1021 2.079 70 3 1021

0.345–0.442 2.970 02 3 100 9.934 45 3 1021 3.362 90 3 1021

0.442–0.625 7.041 25 3 1022 9.904 97 3 1021 1.500 18 3 101

0.625–0.778 9.410 66 3 1023 9.307 11 3 1021 1.527 04 3 102

0.778–1.242 3.212 77 3 1021 1.692 01 3 1021 9.019 63 3 102

CLM band

0.30–0.70 3.500 98 3 1022 9.910 50 3 1021 3.003 70 3 101

0.70–1.00 6.516 88 3 1023 7.363 15 3 1021 9.521 34 3 102

1.00–1.20 7.965 44 3 1021 4.366 49 3 1022 2.572 88 3 102

a Owing to negligible BC effects at wavelengths.;1mm, bands at

wavelengths.1 or 1.2mm for Fu96, RRTM, and CLMband types

are not shown here.
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coalbedo of BC-contaminated snow can be obtained.

We should note that Eq. (8b) is only for BC–snow in-

ternal mixing, while Eqs. (4)–(7) work for both internal

and external mixing of BC and snow. We also note that,

in our parameterizations, snow shape information is

implicitly included in two key parameters, De and fs,x.

Thus, the parameterization coefficients (see Tables 2–4)

for each snow single-scattering property are the same for

different shapes. Furthermore, our results suggest that it

is important to take into account nonspherical snow

shapes in climate models. Based on observations (e.g.,

Dominé et al. 2003), Koch snowflake and spheroid

FIG. 9. (top) Spectral single-scattering coalbedo and (bottom) asymmetry factor of fresh (blue) and old (red) clean snow due to (a) snow

shape effect by varying grain shapes (i.e., sphere, Koch snowflake, spheroid, or hexagonal plate), (b) snow size effect by varying grain sizes,

and (c) combined effects by varying grain shapes and sizes together. Solid lines are medians and shaded areas are 95% uncertainty ranges.

The probability density distributions of fresh and old snow grain sizes (see Fig. S8) are based on observations fromNakamura et al. (2001).

The results are based on the Monte Carlo calculations using the parameterizations developed in this study. Note that the uncertainties

(shaded areas) for fresh and old snow in the top panel of (a) are very small.

FIG. 8. Comparison for BC-induced enhancement ratio of snow single-scattering coalbedo [R12v in Eq. (8b)] from GOS calculations

and a new parameterization [Eq. (8b)] from this study for three types of band divisions at 0.2–1.0-mmwavelengths, including (a) the Fu96

band, (b) the RRTM band, and (c) the CLM band. See text and Table 4 for details. Also shown are the NMB, RMSE, and R2.
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appear to be reasonable assumptions for fresh and old

snow grain shapes, respectively, for climate modeling.

In this study, we consider snow grain diameters of up

to 2000mm and BC concentrations of up to 1000ppb,

which covers themajority of conditions in real snowpack

(LaChapelle 1969; Qian et al. 2015). For situations with

extremely large snow grains (De . 2000mm) and/or

severe BC contamination in snow (CBC. 1000 ppb), the

parameterizations developed in this study should be

used with caution. We also realize that, ideally, a more

useful and robust parameterization should depend

functionally on wavelength, which will be investigated in

future work.

In addition, for land surface and/or climate models

without snowpack radiative transfer schemes, a parame-

terization that directly relates snow albedo, rather than

the single-scattering properties, to snow grain size, shape,

and BC concentration in snow are required. Recently,

Dang et al. (2015) have developed a parameterization for

BC externally mixed with snow spheres, where snow al-

bedo reduction is a function of BC concentration and

snow effective size. On this basis, Dang et al. (2016)

further provided a scaling factor for snow albedo to ac-

count for the nonspherical shape effect. To go one step

further, our companion work (C. He et al. 2017, manu-

script submitted to J.Geophys.Res.Atmos.) has developeda

new snow albedo parameterization that explicitly accounts

for BC–snow internal mixing and nonspherical snow grains,

directly linking BC-induced snow albedo reduction and as-

sociated radiative effects with snow grain properties andBC

concentration in snow.

6. Conclusions

We have developed a set of parameterizations for the

spectral single-scattering coalbedo and asymmetry fac-

tor of both clean and BC-contaminated snow based on

the GOS computations, which explicitly resolves BC–

snow internal mixing and snow grain shapes (i.e., Koch

snowflake, hexagonal plate, spheroid, and sphere). We

further analyzed the uncertainty in the parameterized

snow single-scattering properties contributed by snow

grain size, shape, and BC concentration in snow. Finally,

we showed the manner in which the present parame-

terizations can be applied to climate models that are

coupled with land surface models involving snow.

We found that the single-scattering coalbedo of pure

snow increased from visible to IR wavelengths by sev-

eral orders of magnitude, because of the spectral char-

acteristics of snow imaginary index of refraction. Larger

snow grains had higher single-scattering coalbedos than

smaller grains by up to one order of magnitude, partic-

ularly at wavelengths ,2.5mm. Our results showed that

the snow single-scattering coalbedo is predominantly

affected by grain sizes, rather than grain shapes. Fol-

lowing the formulations in Liou et al. (2013) and Fu

(1996), we parameterized the snow single-scattering

coalbedo as a function of effective grain diameter that

contains shape and size information. This parameteri-

zation showed an overall accuracy of .99%.

We found that snow grain size had a very small im-

pact on the asymmetry factor at wavelengths ,1mm.

Compared with nonspherical grains, snow spheres with

the same volume had up to 20% larger asymmetry

factors and hence stronger forward scattering at

wavelengths ,;2.6mm, with ,2% differences at lon-

ger wavelengths. By extending the formulation in Fu

(2007), we developed a new parameterization for snow

asymmetry factor by including an additional grain

shape factor. This parameterization closely captured

the GOS results, exhibiting an improvement relative to

Fu’s (2007) parameterization for application to non-

spherical snow grains.

We showed that BC–snow internal mixing did not

alter the snow asymmetry factor, whereas it signifi-

cantly enhanced the snow single-scattering coalbedo at

wavelengths ,1mm, particularly at visible wavelengths.

FIG. 10. Spectral single-scattering coalbedo (1 2 v) of fresh

(blue) and old (red) snow resulting from BC contamination effect

by varying BC concentrations in snow. Solid lines are medians and

shaded areas are 95% uncertainty ranges. The probability density

distributions of fresh and old snow grain sizes (see Fig. S8) are

based on observations from Nakamura et al. (2001). The proba-

bility density distributions of BC concentration in snow (see

Fig. S9) are based on observations over the Northern Hemispheric

snowpack summarized in Qi et al. (2017a,b). The results are based

on the Monte Carlo calculations using the parameterization [Eqs.

(4) and (8b)] in this study.Also shown in the inset panel is a zoom in

for ultraviolet, visible, and near-infrared wavelengths (UV–VIS–

NIR; 0.2–1.0mm). Note that snow grain shape is not specified,

because of its negligible effect on single-scattering coalbedo.
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The BC-induced enhancement ratio of single-scattering

coalbedo was only affected by the BC concentration in

snow, but independent of snow grain size and shape. We

parameterized the enhancement ratio as a function of

BC concentration, which showed a high accuracy with a

R2 of 0.999 and an NMB of 0.03%.

Based on Monte Carlo computations, uncertainty in

the parameterized single-scattering coalbedo of pure

snow was predominantly contributed by variation in

snow grain size, rather than grain shape. In contrast, the

grain shape effect dominated uncertainty in the asym-

metry factor at wavelengths ,1mm, whereas the grain

size effect was important at wavelengths .1mm. Un-

certainty in the snow single-scattering coalbedo caused

by variation in the BC concentration could be as high as

1–2 orders of magnitude at 0.2–0.4mm.

Overall, both BC–snow internal mixing and snow

grain shape play critically important roles in quantifying

BC effects on snow optical properties. Our results sug-

gested that assuming only spherical snow grains in

models could introduce biases in estimates of BC-

induced snow albedo effects, making a simultaneous

consideration of the two factors a necessity in climate

modeling. The parameterizations developed in this

study can be readily applied to snow, land surface,

and/or climate models with radiative transfer schemes

throughout snowpack.
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